Welcome to McNaughton & Gunn’s InSite Portal!
You will receive a user name and password from your Account Representative; both your user
name and password will be case sensitive.
Once we prepare your files for print production, we typically will send a proof. Soft proofing
via InSite is one of the most effective and fastest ways to view your high-resolution files in
paginated position.
You will receive an e-mail, similar to the image above, which will notify you that your title is
ready for viewing on InSite for proof approval. You may click the Job Name link and this will
take you directly to the log in page below.

Here you may select to view your InSite proofs using Smart Review, Preview, or by using the
Pages tab for a .pdf download.
There are many different ways to proof your title. The following brief instruction guide
highlights the three most common ways to proof using the InSite portal.

Proofing using the Pages tab
Using the Pages tab may be the most familiar process for a majority of .pdf users.

Select All pages (you may wish to do a separate download for the cover)

Select “Download Proof” as shown above. In the Download dialogue box, select your desired
resolution and click “Download”. Once you have reviewed the .pdf, go back to the Pages tab.

Select the pages needing corrections and press the “Reject” button; you may then leave any
comments in the comment box.

The remaining pages in the pages list should be the pages requiring approval. Select all
remaining pages and press the “Approve” button. Trouble shooting for this process: If your
.pdf previews lower resolution, it is most likely that the .pdf was reduced in size for download.
In this case, we recommend selecting the affected page in the pages list and preview it in either
Smart Review or Preview, as all pages will still be in high resolution under these two viewing
options. Please note: Download High Res is for single page downloads only.

Proofing using Preview

In Preview you may view, approve, or reject each page as you view them. Please see below for
additional instructions.
There is a pull out menu on the right and left hand sides of your screen as shown above (see red
arrows).
Recommended method for Preview proofing
Preview your title page by page.
Navigate by using the arrow page buttons, page position field, or click on the page for auto
page turn.
Reject any pages that are not acceptable by using the proper right/left menu for the page in
question and the Reject button in the applicable pull out menu.
Once all corrections have been flagged, the balance of the title may be approved by using the
“Approve Job” button at the bottom right of the screen.

Proofing using Smart Review

Smart Review is a more interactive version of Preview, containing a tool bar as well as a
preflight/status bar. Smart Review’s tool bar, annotations, and preflight capabilities allow you
to mark your corrections for review by all people on your review team. These marks are for
your internal notes and comments. Once your team has decided on final corrections, simply
Reject the page and upload a new page for replacement.
Tool Bar features include:
Hand Tool for maneuvering the document
Zoom tools
Text Tool for notes
Pen Tool for marking the document
Line Tool for call out
Oval and Square Annotations boxes
Interactive ruler
Vertical and horizontal lines
Eye Dropper to show color density/color usage
Please note, the marks/annotations do not notify your Account Representative automatically.
If you have used any of these features, please Reject the page by using the “Request Corrections
for Page X” button.
The best option is to Reject only those pages affected by a correction, then return to your Pages
tab to approve the balance of your book.

When you select the Approve button, a Comments window will appear. You may send a
message regarding the corrections or the title here.
Once the pages are approved, we will receive the notice that your book is ready to go back into
production or the corrections needed for an additional proof.

